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ABSTRACT: Cane and Candy are traceable to two Chinese words both pronounced Kan.  One 
word means Cane or pole when Kan finally became cane in English.  The other word Kan means 
sweet.  Then there is the Chinese word Dih which means Drops when Kan-Dih became Candy 
and means Sweet Drops.  Sugar crystals would be like sand in size.  Candy of the size of drops.  
While Misri of small stones, the term Kan-Dih entered Arabic as Qan-D and Sanskrit as Khan – 
Da and Hindustan as Khan-D. 
 
 
Cane would be a long stick which is also 
thin.  According to its length it would be 
pole-like and this is the feature which 
qualified cane.  The Chinese Dictionary of 
Mathews (1) gives the character 3216 the 
word Kan, translated as Cane; Pole; Stem of 
bamboo.  This would suggest Kan ultimately 
entered English as Kain or Kane but spelled 
as Cane.  Briefly Kan = Cane. 
 
Now there is another Chinese word also 
pronounced Kan, character 3223.  This 
means Sweet; Pleasant, which, as adjective, 
would easily qualify sugar.  Moreover, as 
character 6205 there is the word Ti, meaning 
a Drop.  Now Fenn’s (2) Small Dictionary, 
on P.448, gives the same word Ti but further 
indicated that it is also pronounced Di or 
Dih.  Then according to the latter 
transliteration we have the Chinese term, 
Kan – Dih = Sweet – Drops.  Such a term 
can easily mutate as follows: Kan – Dih = 
Kan – Dy = Can – dy = Candy.  Since candy 
as a word did not conveyits sense easily it 
was coupled with Sugar giving the term, 
Sugar  –  Candy, which would be easy to 
grasp.  It must be pointed out that even the 
word sugar is traceable to Chinese but it had 
entered English already and was a popular 
article at the time the word candy was 
adopted.  The etymology of Candy would 
imply a form of Sugar purer than ordinary 
sugar.  The Chinese word “Di”, in the term 
Kan-Di, means Drops, suggesting crystals 
larger than those of ordinary sugar.  In the 
latter case of crystals are like “Sand”, while 
in candy they are larger, like “drops”.  The 
original Chinese term Kan-di, entered 
Arabic as Qan-D, Quad and Sanskrit as 
Khan – Da, Khanda, which in turn gave the 
word Khand in Hindustani.  Khand or Candy 
would be intermediate between ordinary 
sugar and Misri / the latter being in size like 
pebbles or small stones, Yule and Burnell 
(3) Consider Khanda to be a Sanskrit word, 
meaning Broken, which is quite different to 
the sense it carries as being “Drops” in size. 
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